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What is a Publication Framework?

• Commissioned by REF Steering Group; developed by Libraries 
Research & Learning Resources and Research & Innovation

• Designed to:
• Ensure consistency between institutional and local policy
• Help researchers navigate around policies and support
• Get the most out of research outputs for REF2021 and beyond

• While explicitly acknowledging:
• Researchers hold many different publication goals and it may be impossible 

to achieve all these goals through a single publication
• Disciplinary difference
• Academic freedom
• Responsible metrics
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Responsible Metrics Component



Being ‘in the middle’

• Asked to talk today as an institution currently implementing 
responsible metrics

• Does that reflect our current state?
• Yes: ongoing discussions, audiences still reaching
• No: we have made a commitment and are putting it into practice, has had 

influences on policy and practice, both big and small 



What felt like the key 
decisions to us?



How do we get institutional buy-in?

• Do you need high profile endorsement?
• What problems will this solve for the institution? 
• What do responsible metrics look like on the ground?



Who are our sponsors and stakeholders?

• And how will they influence impact and tone?

• At University of Nottingham:
• University’s REF Steering Group commissioned
• Buy-in from PVC for Research and Knowledge Exchange
• Libraries, Research & Learning Resources (LRLR) lead responsible metrics
• Research and Innovation lead REF and information on targets
• Other Professional Services involved case-by-case
• Faculty and School engagement differed in character



Should we focus on responsible metrics?

Publication strategy with 
responsible metrics element
• Looking at big picture makes it 

easier to identify and address 
tensions

• Different aspects reinforce each 
other and give the whole strategy 
visibility with different audiences

• Creates a space for responsible 
metrics when a dedicated policy is 
not on the cards

Policy focused solely on 
responsible metrics
• Responsible metrics more visible when 

not competing for space
• Audience with an interest may find it 

easier to locate guidance
• Less relation to competitive advantage: 

could be easier to share and promote 
policy 

• General principles may find more 
traction in global institutions



Who is our audience?

• Institutional policy makers
• What is our approach to responsible metrics?

• Faculty, School, Research Group policy makers
• What pitfalls should we be avoiding in the targets we set? 
• What does best practice look like?

• Individual decision makers in research contexts
• What pitfalls should I be avoiding in my everyday work?

• Individual researchers
• What approach should I expect from policy and decision makers?
• What can I do to role model best practice?

• Do you need to achieve this all at once? Who will read what? 



What decisions do 
you need to make?
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